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ABSTRACT
This paper describes Collabode, a web-based Java integrated development environment designed to support close, synchronous collaboration between programmers. We examine the problem of collaborative coding in the face of program compilation errors introduced by other users which make collaboration more difficult, and describe an algorithm for error-mediated integration of program code. Concurrent editors see the text of changes made by collaborators, but the errors reported in their view are based only on their own changes. Editors may run the program at any time, using only error-free edits supplied so far, and ignoring incomplete or otherwise error-generating changes. We evaluate this algorithm and interface on recorded data from previous pilot experiments with Collabode, and via a user study with student and professional programmers. We conclude that it offers appreciable benefits over naive continuous synchronization without regard to errors and over manual version control.
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INTRODUCTION
In the current state of the art, software developers collaborate almost exclusively using one of two strategies: working together on a single copy of the code, using a single integrated development environment (IDE); or working in parallel on separate copies, integrating their efforts using a source code version control system. Neither approach, however, is ideal for close synchronous collaboration where both programmers actively contribute to the same piece of code. Using a single IDE (e.g. pair programming) means only the programmer who controls the keyboard and mouse can navigate, search, and write code. And using version control requires programmers to manually push and pull changes, while striving to avoid conflicts that require further manual resolution.

We have built a collaborative web-based IDE for Java, called Collabode (Figure 1), to study how a programming environment built to support close collaboration can improve the quality both of the collaboration and of the software produced [10]. In Collabode, changes by multiple programmers can be shared immediately, without the overhead of version control. This allows for more than one active contributor to the same module of code. Moreover, each programmer can use a different interface that supports their role in the collaborative effort, unlike the use of a single IDE where collaborators must share a single view.

Pilot studies with two to ten programmers working together simultaneously suggest that real-time shared editing can be effective and fun, and that it offers novel opportunities for collaborative software development [9]. However, a persistent problem has repeatedly bothered the collaborators: when one programmer introduces a bug, everyone has to live with that bug until someone fixes it. In particular, a compilation error created by one programmer’s work-in-progress might prevent others from seeing less catastrophic compiler errors of their own, or might prevent them from running the program to test their code.

For example, suppose Alice and Bob are working together on the same Java class. Both are adding new methods, and Alice, working nearer the top of the file, begins (as any good programmer) by adding a comment to document her new method: she types /**, and suddenly Bob, working on his own method right below, is surprised to see his error markers...
and syntax highlighting disappear. To the compiler, his code has temporarily become part of Alice’s comment, until she resolves the incomplete syntax with ‘*/’. Such interference will be a constant drag on their collaboration.

In this paper, we examine an algorithm and user interface for addressing this issue of breaking the collaborative build, without introducing the latency and manual overhead of version control, and without unduly restricting the ability of both programmers to actively contribute. While programmers continuously and immediately see the text of one other’s edits, the algorithm maintains separate working copies for each collaborator, compiling those copies separately to generate and display to each editor only their own errors. Once any subset of a programmer’s edits can be applied to the on-disk version of the code without generating errors, those edits are applied and propagated to others’ working copies.

In a study of how the algorithm behaves on recordings of collaborative programming sessions conducted without it, we found that it was able to integrate contributions that were originally copied manually into a master integration project. In another study where 14 student and professional programmers used Collabode with this synchronization algorithm to work in pairs on a realistic programming task, we found that developers were generally positive about the experience of collaborative coding and about the automatic error-mediated integration. Participants in the study were able to work without interference from their partner’s unfinished code, and code was shared between participants approximately twice as often as it would have if participants had manually shared their code every single time it was error-free.

The contributions of this paper are (1) the Collabode web-based IDE for collaborative software development, (2) an algorithm for automatic error-aware integration that allows collaborating programmers to work in parallel, and (3) an evaluation of that algorithm as implemented in Collabode that demonstrates its efficacy for pairs of programmers working together in one source file.

After reviewing related work, we describe Collabode and the variety of collaborative programming scenarios it was designed to study; we discuss the algorithm, its implementation, and user interface; we describe and report the results of our evaluations; and then we conclude after some discussion.

RELATED WORK
Programming Methodologies
In pair programming, two developers work together on the same code in a single development environment, with the goals of improved communication and team knowledge sharing, increased productivity, and better software quality [2]. Side-by-side programming is a more flexible variant in which programmers sit together at separate machines [6]. This same style of interaction has also been studied with remote collaborators [7], and could be supported using a tool such as Collabode.

Collaborative Editing
Operational transform (reviewed in [25]) is the technique for maintaining a consistent view of the shared document that underlies most real-time collaborative editing systems, including Collabode.

Previous work in collaborative editing systems has examined the problem of maintaining semantic consistency, for example in graphic design [4] and hierarchical documents [15].

In the context of software development, change impact analysis computes the set of unit tests impacted by a collection of code changes [19] and was implemented in Chianti [18]; and safe-commit analysis determines code changes that can safely be committed to version control without breaking tests [29]. Most closely-related is the use of data dependencies and program slicing to perform semantic interference detection between changes made in parallel [24].

Development Tools
There exist a variety of commercial and open source systems for web-based collaborative programming. EtherPad enables real-time text editing collaboration and is used by Studio SketchPad (sketchpad.cc) for collaborative graphics programming. Ace (ace.ajax.org, formerly Skywriter, formerly Bespin), CodeMirror (codemirror.net), and Ymacs (ymacs.org) are web-based text editing components designed to be embedded in an IDE or other application. Kodingen (kodingen.com) is one such IDE for web programming, as are jsFiddle (jsfiddle.net) and CodeRun Studio (coderun.com). All three offer collaboration mediated by copying or version control – multiple programmers cannot edit the same files simultaneously. The Palm Ares environment (ares.palm.com) demonstrates an online graphical application development environment. Current research projects include Adinda [27], a web-based editor backed by Eclipse.

Flesce was one early implementation of a shared IDE to support authoring, testing, and debugging code [8]. The Jazz project [5] brought collaboration tools to Eclipse to support both awareness (e.g. via annotated avatar and project item icons) and joint work (e.g. with instant messaging and screen sharing). Different features of Jazz provide developer support throughout the software development process [26].

The CollabVS tool for ad-hoc collaboration shares similar awareness and collaboration goals [12], and the Sangam system was developed to support distributed pair programming [13]. Many other systems have focused on awareness features to keep loosely-collaborating software developers aware of others’ work, e.g.: Palantir [22], Syde [11], Saros [21], CASI [23], and YooHoo [14].

COLLABODE: COLLABORATIVE CODING
Collabode is our web-based collaborative integrated development environment designed for experimenting with how programmers can write code in close collaboration with one another. Since the editor is a web application, programmers use a standard web browser to connect to a Collabode server that hosts their projects. The user interface is implemented in standard HTML and JavaScript and runs entirely in the browser.

New programmers can join a project and immediately start working together simply by visiting the same URL. There is no need to check out code or set up a local development
environment. This feature enables some of the new collaborative models discussed in the next section, and motivates the implementation of Collabode as a web application.

Collabode uses EtherPad (etherpad.org) to support collaboration between multiple simultaneous editors. Any number of programmers can open the same file simultaneously, and their concurrent changes are shared in near real-time to enable smooth collaboration whether they are working together remotely or at the same desk.

On the server side, Collabode uses Eclipse (eclipse.org) to manage projects and power standard IDE services: syntax highlighting, continuous compilation, compiler errors and warnings, code formatting and refactoring, and execution. The system also supports continuous test execution [20]. Collabode currently supports Java editing, and any Eclipse Java project can be compiled and modified using the system (including Collabode itself), with an interface familiar to anyone who has used Eclipse (Figure 1). Project code is executed on the server and clients can view console output, so Collabode is not currently suited for developing programs with desktop graphical user interfaces. As with source code, all collaborators can observe program output or open the console to view it after the fact, to support collaborative debugging.

The development of Collabode is ongoing work, and we are currently working on improvements to the user interface (especially project navigation and awareness of other editors) and expanding language support (console input, and supporting languages other than Java).

MODELS FOR CLOSE SYNCHRONOUS COLLABORATION

An immediate and obvious application of the Collabode editor is pair programming, whether remote or co-located, as well as the similar practice of side-by-side programming. Indeed, we believe that the pair or side-by-side programming experience in a collaborative system such as Collabode is substantially different from the experience of using a single editor, or two editors linked only via version control, and will offer some evidence of this in later sections.

A primary goal of this project, however, is to examine models of collaboration that go beyond pair and side-by-side programming. These models might take advantage of specific user interface support built into the collaborative development environment, and can allow programmers to take on distinct roles in the collaboration. We have previously proposed three interesting models to explore in this space: test-driven pair programming [10], micro-outsourcing [9], and mobile instructor.

In order to motivate our work on Collabode, we describe these models briefly below. In all of them, however, as well as in the straightforward pair or side-by-side programming model, and in the many other collaboration models one might imagine, experience piloting collaborative programming with both students and professional programmers leads us to anticipate a common problem: naive continuous synchronization of unfinished code makes it difficult for individual collaborators to make progress. Errors introduced by one programmer make it hard for others to understand the status of their own work, or to run or debug the project. Motivated by the exciting possibilities of the models below, the remainder of this paper will focus on that issue.

Test-Driven Pair Programming

This model combines the practices of pair programming with test-driven development. In test-driven development, developers follow two rules: “write new code only if an automated test has failed,” and “eliminate duplication” [3], with short, rapid development cycles as a result.

In our test-driven pair programming model, the process of test-driven development is parallelized, with one member of the pair working primarily on tests, while the other works primarily on implementation. To begin work on a particular feature or module, the tester might write a black-box test, which the implementer will then satisfy. The tester can then investigate the implementation and write glass-box tests to weed out errors. These further tests will be addressed by the implementer, and the testing and implementing continues. Rapid collaboration in this model will rely on interface support for visualizing passing and failing test cases and who in the collaboration is responsible for taking the next step to address any failures, and for navigating between test cases and code.

Micro-Outsourcing

In this model, one programmer draws on the distributed expertise of a crowd of other programmers who make small contributions to the project. Micro-outsourcing allows the original programmer to remain “in the flow” at one level of abstraction or in one critical part of the code, while a crowd of assistants fill in the details or “glue” code elsewhere in the module or project.

In contrast to traditional outsourcing, which typically operates at the granularity of a whole module or project, micro-outsourcing requires a highly collaborative development environment and specific user interface support to make the collaboration effective. For workers, the interface must strike a balance between focusing on their limited task and allowing them to navigate and understand necessary dependencies or useful contributions from others. And for the original programmer, the system must make visible and understandable the small contributions of many others, allowing the programmer to easily integrate work or redirect the efforts of the contributors.

Mobile Instructor

Finally, we envision a Collabode-based system for students and instructors in a computer lab setting. Instructors and students work together to achieve educational goals, but their roles are highly asymmetric: the expert instructor structures the learning process, and the novice student participates in it. This asymmetry should be mirrored by a programming system designed for computer science education that goes beyond screen sharing tools such as iTALC (italc.sf.net).

While students continue to use the familiar IDE user interface, teachers utilize a mobile device interface that leaves them free to move around the classroom and work one-on-
one with students. This mobile view will summarize student progress and offer remote control of students’ environments. Such a use case highlights the flexibility of a web-based IDE. Since the Collabode server has centralized up-to-the-second knowledge of every student’s code, it can provide powerful tools to analyze or summarize student progress without interrupting their work or requiring student action.

COLLABORATIVE EDITING WITH SEMANTICS

Collaborative editing of source code files presents the particular problem that program errors introduced by one collaborator may disrupt the progress of their colleagues. Source files must conform to a particular programming language syntax and semantics, but it is impossible to expect users to maintain semantic validity throughout the coding process: almost any partially written expression, statement, block, method, class, or program is likely to contain errors according to the parser or compiler. Structured editors [17] address this problem only at the significant cost of requiring convoluted steps to make certain simple changes [28], and most programmers do not use them.

To see how errors introduced by one user can make it more difficult for another user to continue, consider the following simple program:

```java
class Hello {
    int x;
    void a() { x = true; }
}
```

This contains an error, since the integer field `x` cannot be assigned a boolean value. However, suppose another user begins defining a new method:

```java
class Hello {
    void b() {
        int x;
        void a() { x = true; }
    }
}
```

At this point the Eclipse compiler will report instead that “`x cannot be resolved to a variable,” masking the true error because `x` now appears to be a local variable of method `b`. The particular set of failure cases and their likelihood and severity will depend on the compiler. Eclipse attempts to prevent common problems such as unbalanced braces from generating opaque errors elsewhere, but it cannot always succeed.

The problem is much worse in the case of running the program: although Eclipse will allow the programmer to launch an error-containing program, any attempt to execute an error-containing line will result in failure. This has the potential to prevent collaborating programmers from writing and testing their code incrementally, and we have observed this problem during pilot studies with both Python and Java programmers. Rather than constrain collaborating programmers to agree on and reach points at which the program is sufficiently error-free for them to run it and test code in progress, we instead account for the semantic content automatically in our synchronizing behavior.

```
public class Hello {
    String a() { return "Alic";
    String b() { return "Bo";
}
```

```
public class Hello {
    String a() { return "Alic";
    }
```

```
public class Hello {
    String b() { return "Bo";
}
```

Figure 2: Alice and Bob are working concurrently to define methods `a` and `b`. (a) The union of their changes is displayed in the editor, shown here from Bob’s perspective: his un-integrated change is in yellow, with an outgoing arrow; Alice’s is in gray, with an incoming arrow. (b) Alice’s working copy and (c) Bob’s working copy contain only their own changes. (d) The disk does not reflect their work-in-progress, since both of their changes still contain errors.

Overview

Collabode addresses this issue by first giving each programmer a separate, persistent working copy of the program, and then maintaining two versions that integrate programmers’ changes from their working copies: a disk version and a union version. The union version is the text that users see and manipulate, and it contains all edits applied by all users, with highlighting and icons to indicate provenance. So if Alice has begun defining method `a` and Bob is writing method `b`, the union version contains both in-progress methods, and both methods appear in the user interface (Figure 2a). As long as their methods contain compilation errors, the working copies of Alice and Bob will each contain only their own method (2b-c) and the disk will contain neither (2d). Once their methods compile, their edits will be shared both with their collaborator’s working copy, and with the disk version, which corresponds to the content on disk. It is this disk version that is run when either programmer elects to run the program. This version is always free of compilation errors.

Algorithm

We define an edit as the replacement of a single contiguous span of text with a new content string. Conventional additions and deletions are both special cases: an addition replaces a zero-length span with content, and a deletion replaces a span with zero-length content.

Given `n` users, the algorithm operates on several initially-identical (or empty) error-free documents `union`, `disk`, and `wc_1, ..., wc_n`. It also maintains the set `E` of edits that have not yet been applied to `disk`. This set is initially empty.

- Each new incoming edit `e_i` from editor `i` is applied both to `union`, for displaying the content of the edit to all editors,
and to \( wc_i \), for computing the compilation errors to display to editor \( i \).

- \( e_i \) is then merged with \( E \). If \( e_i \) overlaps, adjoins, contains, or is contained by edits in \( E \), the relevant (parts of those) edits will be removed.
- We then find a largest subset \( S \) of \( E \) such that when \( S \) are applied to disk, the resulting document is error-free. This set may be empty, and need not be a contiguous sequence.
- If \( S \) is nonempty, we apply each \( s \in S \) to disk and to all working copies where \( s \) was not already applied, and remove them from \( E \).
- Finally, if it was changed, we write disk to disk.

The result is that after each edit, we attempt to find a largest set of outstanding un-integrated edits that can be applied cleanly to the shared version on disk, and apply those edits if any. Since edits will frequently occur in rapid sequence, we need only merge them into \( E \) as they occur, and could delay subsequent searching for subset \( S \) until users are quiescent. We did not find it necessary to implement such a delay.

**Implementation**

The EtherPad component of Collabode implements simultaneous editing (using operational transform) so that other components, including the error-mediated integration, see only a sequence of edits as defined above. We have implemented the algorithm by further reducing incoming edits to contiguous regions of text that either exist only in disk, because they were deleted from union but that deletion cannot yet be integrated without error; or exist only in union, because they were inserted but also cannot yet be integrated. The system maintains similar sets of regions correlating each working copy with union.

One limitation of this particular implementation is that the un-integrated edits in \( E \) from different authors must be non-overlapping; that is, if one author has inserted error-inducing text, no other editor can delete or modify that text. This limitation would become increasingly untenable as the number of authors in close proximity increases, but made it possible to implement and evaluate the idea more rapidly. It is not a limitation of the algorithm, only our current implementation.

More inherent to the approach is the limitation that, since deletions by one author are seen by all authors, they can no longer modify the text that was deleted, even if their working copy still contains that text because the deletion induces an error and is waiting in \( E \). If we assume, however, that the authors have coordinated at some level regarding the deletion, in many cases there should be little need to modify code that they have already decided to remove.

A crucial assumption required by this algorithm is that the set \( E \) of edits not yet applied to disk is small, since we examine a number of possible combinations of those edits that grows exponentially. We evaluate this assumption below, but believe it is justified by two assumptions about programmer behavior:

- We assume that a programmer’s own edits tend to be consecutive or overlapping. In this case, the edits can be merged and \( E \) remains small. Refactorings, which may require a large number of widely distributed small edits, break this assumption and would be better handled as single multi-location edits to be integrated whole.
- We assume that programmers tend to fulfill error-eliminating obligations actively rather than allowing large blocks of code to accrue with simple errors. Examples include balancing braces before working on their contents, and fixing minor syntax errors as they write rather than in a later proofreading step.

Evidence for both patterns of editing exists in the case of Java programmers performing software maintenance [16]. The second assumption will be especially impacted by the details of compiler feedback. A tool such as DuctileJ [1], which allows programmers to temporarily relax static typing requirements and still run the program to see feedback, may reduce the scope of this assumption by giving the programmer flexibility to ignore what would otherwise be an error.

**Interface**

The result of applying this algorithm is shown in Figure 3. First Alice and then Bob begin making changes that do not compile (3a). Each of them sees only their own errors, and in-progress code is highlighted according to its origin. The figure shows Bob’s view of their collaboration, so his un-integrated edits are highlighted in yellow, while Alice’s are shown in gray. Arrows in the margin indicate Bob’s ‘outgoing’ changes by pointing out of the text, while Alice’s ‘incoming’ work is marked with inward-pointing arrows.
EVALUATION: WILL IT BLEND?

In order to evaluate whether error-aware integration would be useful in practice, we first examined how the algorithm would perform in comparison to manual integration performed by programmers. We reviewed edit logs from pilot experiments conducted in Collabode without automatic integration and replayed them against a version of the system with the algorithm. In the original experiments, participants were research lab members engaged in micro-outsourcing as described previously. The original programmer (OP) directed co-located workers to complete various tasks (e.g. perform research, implement a method, design a representation), and then was required to manually copy the output of those workers into the original program.

Across three pilot sessions, we identified 18 instances where the OP copied worker code into the original project. In 14 of these instances (78%), the error-aware integration algorithm also would have automatically integrated the identical block of code into the project.

All four cases where the algorithm did not match manual integration were instances where the OP chose to integrate error-containing code. In two of those cases, the worker’s contribution could reasonably be judged to satisfy the OP’s specification: the OP requested that workers create a number of methods with correct signatures but empty bodies, yielding compilation errors in a number of places. In the other two cases, workers failed to meet the OP’s specific instruction to “get rid of compile errors” in the initially broken code he provided them. It is therefore unclear whether the failure of the algorithm to integrate these contributions would have violated the OP’s expectations.

The 78% of manually-integrated contributions that were also automatically integrated is a measure of the recall of this approach: what fraction of contributions judged “good” by humans are also selected algorithmically. We cannot use the same data to estimate the precision (that is, what fraction of algorithmically-selected contributions are “good”) because in all of the pilot experiment sessions, there were large amounts of working code that OPs failed to integrate due to insufficient time or attention, not because the code was unacceptable.

This result gives us confidence that the algorithm can operate in a collaborative programming scenario without requiring programmers to change their behavior to meet its requirements. In fact, there were several instances where the OP incorrectly copied too little or too much code from the worker’s project and had to correct the mistake. This effort would have been eliminated by the automatic approach.

EVALUATION: SIDE-BY-SIDE PROGRAMMING

To more fully evaluate the error-aware integration and the entire Collabode collaborative programming system, we conducted a user study in which pairs of programmers worked for approximately 30 to 40 minutes to complete a coding task, working together in a single source code file.

Four student participants were recruited from the authors’ institution, and ten professional participants were recruited from local offices of two large technology companies. The average self-reported age of participants was 36, two of the 14 participants were female, and five were studying for or held a bachelor’s degree while the other nine were studying for or held a master’s degree. Participants were asked to rate their proficiency in Java on a 7-point Likert scale (min = 2, max = 7, mode = 6) and their experience with pair programming (min = 1, max = 5, mode = 1).

Pairs were not randomly assigned, and pair familiarity ranged from students who had never met prior to the study to co-workers who are also good friends. For this reason, and because of the wide variance in behavior and ability between programmers, we make no attempt here to compare the performance of different pairs; results are broken down by session only to illuminate this variance. This is also the reason we did not undertake a controlled experiment to compare Collabode to other collaborative editing approaches at this stage of the system’s development.

In each one-hour session, participants:

• gave informed consent to participate and completed a demographic questionnaire;
• received a brief tour of the Collabode interface and the operation of the automatic integration algorithm, with the opportunity to ask questions;
• worked together on a programming task;
• completed a post-task questionnaire to give written feedback regarding their experience;
Tour
This experiment was not designed to test the learnability of Collabode, since it is by its nature a system for expert users who invest time to learn the complex tools of their trade. Participants were shown how to edit and run the project, and the experimenter demonstrated how multiple editors would see each other’s changes. Participants took part in the demonstration but could not make edits, in order to keep idle experimentation to a minimum in the limited time.

Task
Participant pairs were first explicitly instructed that they could use “any web resources” in order to complete the task and that they could organize their work any way they liked. All pairs used Google to conduct searches and referenced the Java API documentation at some point. Pairs were initially seated at a 90° angle at the corner of a rectangular table or at a small circular table, and the majority moved to sit side-by-side during the session. This move enabled easier sharing of documentation or other web pages, and also allowed those pairs to see one another’s focus or cursor location (not currently a feature of Collabode). Pairs were also informed that they could only edit a single shared source code file; this restriction was designed to maximize opportunities to exercise the synchronization algorithm and UI.

The task was:

Using the nytimes.com RSS feeds, display a list of recent headlines from the New York Times “Science” category. Use regular expressions or other string processing, not an RSS or XML processing library. Don’t worry about converting XML entities or other encoding issues.

Participants were also given several hints in the initially-provided source code: pointers to the Times’ directory of RSS feeds; to a class and a method relevant to retrieving the contents of a URL; and to the reference for Java regular expressions. While interesting, the research and API understanding stages were not the focus of this study, so we attempted to equip participants as well as possible to get to work quickly. Nevertheless, understanding the minutia of, variously, URL retrieval in Java, regular expressions in Java, and RSS consumed significant participant time.

Does the Set of Un-Integrated Regions Remain Small?
The efficiency of the automatic integration depends strongly on the assumption that there are few outstanding un-integrated regions. Considering all 4,543 edits performed in the course of the study, the average number of un-integrated regions for the algorithm to consider has a mean of 2.2 and a median of 2. The mode is 1, and since an edit has just occurred, the number is zero only when that edit precisely eliminates the only current region (this occurs 23 times). As shown in Table 1, pairs 6 and 7 tended to have about twice as many un-integrated regions, on average, as pairs 1 through 4 (up to the observed maximum of 15). Both of the these pairs experienced bugs in Collabode that prevented the shared code file from updating correctly, leading to invisible unresolved errors participants could not correct until they reverted to an earlier version.

These results validate our assumption that the set of such regions remains small, at least in the case of two programmers. Since we might expect this number to grow in proportion to the number of concurrent contributors, the efficiency of this algorithm beyond pair programming remains to be seen.

Is the Algorithm an Improvement Over Integrating Only Error-Free Code?
For each edit recorded during the study, we can ask whether that edit resulted (a) in an error-free source file and (b) in an automatic integration. Since sequences of edits where participants wrote inside comments or string literals result in rapid sequences of commits to the project that are not useful to count as separate instances, we collapse consecutive edits into blocks for which the answers to (a) and (b) remain constant.

In Table 1 we see a mean number of commit blocks per minute of 1.8, compared to a mean number of error-free blocks per minute of 0.7. This gives an average increase in the rate of commits by 2.8 times over a scheme that commits only when error-free (the result is an equivalent 2.6 times if we consider all edits without blocking). If we asked developers to integrate code manually using version control, this frequency of error-free states is likely an upper bound on the frequency with which they could reasonably go through the overhead of committing it.

A different way to view this result is to observe that 63% of commit blocks occurred with other error-containing regions still outstanding; that is, only some of the available edits were integrated into the project (this number falls to 58% when we examine edits individually, due to the effect of e.g. comments and strings noted above). We conclude that this algorithm is significantly different from integrating only error-free versions. More frequent integration means less opportunity for programmers’ code to diverge and reduced lag between authorship by one programmer and use by another.

Can Developers Work Concurrently?
Table 1 also shows the proportion of edits attributed to the member of each pair who contributed the least. We see that in the most unequal case, that person still contributed more than one quarter of the edits (this is not necessarily a measure of how much code that participant wrote if, e.g., they copied an example from the web, or they tended to add but then delete). And on average, over one third of the edits occur in a state where both participants have an error, from which we might infer that they are actively working on or thinking about some part of the task. Based on experimenter observation, in every session, the two programmers were at some point actively working on incomplete code at the same time.

We argued earlier that, in addition to allowing participants to write independently and see appropriate IDE feedback, error-aware integration also allows programmers to run the program more often without worrying about their collaborators’ errors. As shown in the last column of Table 1, the results from this study do not support such a hypothesis. Pairs ran
the project only 5.7 times on average (4.7 times excluding consecutive runs with no intervening edits), and did so almost exclusively when the project had no outstanding error-causing code (with the exception of session 6). This is in contrast to statements made by participants during the post-task interview, which we discuss below.

Overall, participants made many edits where the errors reported were computed without regard to error-containing code concurrently introduced by their partner, and this offers strong support for our claim that developers are able to make concurrent progress using the system.

Feedback: Collaborative Coding
Study participants were largely positive about the experience of working together collaboratively, making statements such as “I found it really useful,” “I thought it was a lot of fun,” and “that was pretty cool.”

In many instances, developers began to brainstorm different use cases for the system:

• “You could essentially be real-time debugging each other’s code”
• “If you laid out an entire class with methods that needed to be implemented, […] it would be pretty cool to see how that would work, if you were implementing one method, I was implementing another method” (cp. micro-outsourcing)
• From an operations engineer, “we have a lot of time-critical stuff, I could see this being occasionally useful” for “crisis programming”

Participants also suggested that the system could improve communication between collaborators, who can easily reference one another’s code, and would be useful for learning. One participant said during the discussion, “I […] gained an insight into how you [my partner] think, how you problem solve.”

While pair programming works well for many developers, several participants reported that Collabode would work better for them than the traditional approach. One summarized the sentiments of many:

“It always seemed that if you had one or two people looking over your shoulder, you became a puppet, and you just are doing what they’re telling you to do. But when we each had a keyboard, it didn’t feel that way. I was thinking one step ahead, and whether it was just going to the Java API documentation to see what’s the next little thing that we can do to push this forward, [or working in parallel] it was both of us trying to actually program this thing, instead of just one person.”

Some participants were more ambivalent:

• “I think it boils down to, if you buy into pair programming, then this is a very good way to do it”
• “Once your task is well-defined, the module is well-defined, I wanted to go into a separate page”

One participant stated flatly, “overall, I wasn’t a huge fan of it,” and continued: “no, I don’t like other people touching my stuff.” While this is certainly a disappointing attitude from the perspective of collaborative software development, it is only one point along a spectrum of reasonable concern developers must have for their ability to think and code independently.

Feedback: Automatic Integration
Asked whether they thought the automatic error-aware integration was “useful” or perhaps “confusing,” developers were generally positive:

• “I found it really useful, I liked the fact that you can see what they’re doing, but that it doesn’t interfere with the functionality”
• “I think that it’s hugely useful”

Without it, “I would have been totally hung up on, ‘oh, what the heck is my stupid syntax error there,’ and […] that would have just stopped me in my tracks;” this participant’s partner replied: “right, and we have an alternative, which was, you try your way, and I’ll try my way,” which they did during the session

• “I can picture myself spending ten minutes writing a method, […] and if it doesn’t compile, then […] I don’t want you to wait [on me], or me to wait on you”
• “I think you definitely don’t want it to commit with errors, because then you can’t test things as you’re […] making small changes that you want to be able to just test immediately”

Table 1: Per-session and mean statistics from the side-by-side programming user study.
• “I really like the idea that essentially whatever’s in the system, whatever that is, will always run”

No developer reported being confused by the system as designed, although several reported being confused when bugs in Collabode were exposed. Nevertheless, some comments made by participants lead us to suspect that some participants had incorrect or incomplete mental models of the system, in particular with respect to what version of the program would run in the console.

Developers who thought error-mediated synchronization was less important tended to focus on running the program. One developer suggested that holding back changes with errors was unnecessary for a task of this size, although this participant’s partner responded that they should have tried to run the code sooner, and that “we should have tested running the program with just my changes [and] when there was a compilation error with his changes, I should have tested running it.” Another participant’s statement that “I don’t mind about the compilation errors because, when we cooperate, I think, ‘I do not mind, if it’s not ready, I just do not run’” also seems more closely aligned with the data presented above. We hypothesize that two factors combined to limit participants’ use of this feature:

• First, the notion of a console that runs only the working parts of the code is novel, and participants may have preferred to synchronize rather than consider what would be run
• Second, because the console output was shared, participants may have thought of running the program as a shared activity best done together when both were ready.

Feedback: Missing Pieces

Hitting on two of the limitations of the current system, several participants wanted to be able to see their partner’s errors and to be able to edit their partner’s un-integrated changes. One participant described how the incoming and outgoing change icons in the margin could provide an affordance for taking ownership of a change, which might help clarify for the change’s originator why their code was now being edited. Several participants also mentioned that they could hit a button that says, “stop committing what I’m going to write,” [...] if I know I’m going to be working on a large chunk of code”

• “One place I see [manual] coming in really useful is, if you’re working with someone, and you’re pounding through the problem really quickly, and you solve it really inefficiently... and, say [...] I decided to go back and try to make some early part more efficient, I don’t want to just delete the inefficient part, because then she can’t test any more”

This is a particularly insightful observation from only half an hour of experience with the system: while error-aware integration is helpful, it might be straightforward to produce error-free programs that nevertheless impede the progress of collaborators. Improving the automatic integration algorithm and adding both language-specific and language-agnostic heuristics to detect “good” and “bad” changes is ongoing work.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Overall, we were pleased to hear from several participants that feedback such as “I want it” and questions about when the system would be production-ready for their own programming. Despite their enthusiasm, bugs in the concurrent interaction between the EtherPad shared editor and the automatic integration algorithm driving compilation in Eclipse caused Collabode to fail periodically, which frustrated programmers during the user study and often led them to treat the system warily rather than push its boundaries.

That participants in the study did not often run the program while it had errors means we can only speculate on whether having the program as it appears on disk be different than how it appears in the editor is a problem. Although they did not say so, users may have avoided running the program until it was error-free for precisely this reason. This question will require further evaluation.

Finally, it may be that resolving the issue of compiler errors impeding programmers’ collaborative work will allow a different problem to dominate – changes that compile but produce runtime errors for other programmers. One approach we can apply to this problem is test-mediated integration, as in tools such as JUnitMX [30]. New collaboration structures and user interfaces may mitigate this problem without requiring test suites.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have demonstrated the efficacy and usability of an algorithm and user interface for addressing the issue of errors in collaboratively-edited source code. We integrate only contributions that can be applied error-free, without introducing the latency and manual overhead of version control, and without restricting the ability of both programmers to actively contribute. This algorithm is implemented in Collabode, our browser-based collaborative programming system, which we are using to investigate how different models and user interfaces for close collaboration between programmers can yield novel and effective strategies for collaboration.

Why build a web-based IDE? Is this not merely a return to the days of terminals and mainframes, with VT100 replaced by shiny new HTML5 – now with animation! We believe otherwise. The collaborative opportunities offered by a browser-based IDE are too exciting to pass up: instant participation by anyone with a URL, collaboration with zero setup cost, and a development server that can serve appropriate user interfaces for collaborators using a variety of interfaces and devices.
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